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Rules of the game
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The workshop will be recorded

Please reserve 3 min after the workshop to help us 
improve by filling in our feedback form

For questions, please use the ClickMeeting chat



Introduction
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Agenda
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10.00 – 10.05 Introduction to the workshop and rules of the game – Louise van ‘t Erve

10.05 – 10:15 Search data like a pro: how to use data.europa.eu– Louise van ‘t Erve

10.15 – 10.30 Data publication and re-use – Dieuwertje Bloemen

10.30 – 10.45 Cinema Context in (linked) data driven research – Leon van Wissen

10.45 – 11.00 From Data to Knowledge: Strategies for Research and Real-World Applications –
Maria Pia Di Buono

11.00 – 11.05 Break

11.05 – 11.35 Case with open data – Leon Mook

11.35 – 12.00 Wrap up case and Q&A – Louise van ‘t Erve



Search data like a pro: how 
to use data.europa.eu
Louise van ‘t Erve



A platform providing 
central point of access to 
open data from 
international European 
Union, national, regional, 
local and geodata portals.

What is data.europa.eu?



data.europa.eu has been set up by the European Commission to implement EU open data and reuse 
policies under the legal acts adopted by the EU institutions and EU Member States.

Who are publishers and why do they publish on the portal?

Legal basis

EU institutions 
and agencies

European 
countries 

Open data data.europa.eu



The portal is a bridge between the data providers and data users

EU institutions 
and agencies

Data providers

Researchers

Data users

Geoportals

European countries 

Others

Public administrations

General public

Fact 
journalism

Private 
companies

Developers

data.europa.eu



Increasing transparency
Improving open data 

access
Boosting (re)use



Our services in a nutshell

Providing access to free public data resources across 
Europe via a single platform (the portal).

Data

Supporting the EU institutions, EU Member States 
and European countries to publish metadata of 
their open data in a harmonised manner.

Academy

Organising open data competitions and 
conferences; communicating via social media and 
newsletters.

Community

Assessing open data maturity in Europe; providing 
reports, studies and training via data.europa
academy.

Publications



The website



Where to find datasets



Where to find datasets



How to search - Filtering

These are tools that allow filtering of 
datasets according to various 
characteristics.



data.europa academy – your open data knowledge hub 

Aim: improve data literacy

Content:

Grouped in 11 thematic courses (legal, technical, 
business, data visualisation, …)

Articles, videos, slide shows, reports, ...

Designed according to users' needs

Constantly updated and improved



Data publication and re-use
Dieuwertje Bloemen



Data publication & reuse
The cycle of finding, accessing, using and publishing data.

Data.Europa.eu webinar, 19/10/2023

Dieuwertje Bloemen, Productmanager RDR & Lirias (Dieuwertje.Bloemen@kuleuven.be )

mailto:Dieuwertje.Bloemen@kuleuven.be


About KU Leuven RDR

KU Leuven’s institutional research data repository for the 
publication of ‘finished’ research data

Part of the KU Leuven RDM infrastructure and data life cycle

Tool for FAIR publication of research data produced by KU 
Leuven researchers and research

Managed by LIBIS (part of the KU Leuven Libraries)
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Content

• What is data publication

• Finding data

• Data reuse

18



Data publication
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What is data publication/data sharing

Share research data after a research 
project ends

At minimum share the data that is 
necessary to replicate your research

Publish data to support a publication

Publish data as a stand-alone research 
output

CC-BY-4.0

What?



Where is data typically published/shared by 
researchers

Institutional data repositories

Domain-specific data repositories

Generalist data repositories

21



Why would researchers publish their data?
Repositories are FAIR-enabling (e.g., RDR)

CC-BY-4.0

DOI

Metadata

File structuring

F

Findable

Preferred file 

formats

Metadata

Documentation

Interoperable

I

Open download 

infrastructure

Preferred file 

formats

Accessbile

A

License 

information

Documentation

Versioning

Reusable

R



Why would researchers publish their data?
Elements of a published dataset in RDR
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Persistent 

identifier

Files & 

Documentation

Standardized 

metadata

License or

Terms of Use



Why would researchers publish their data?
Reuse of research data

Makes research verifiable and 
replicable 

Increases the reach and impact of 
research

A dataset as its own citable research output

Articles that link to data in a repository have 
up to 25.36% higher citation impact [1]

Also lowers cost of future research 
because of possible reuse

CC-BY-4.0

Why?

1. Colavizza G, Hrynaszkiewicz I, Staden I, Whitaker K, McGillivray B (2020) The citation advantage of linking 
publications to research data. PLoS ONE 15(4): e0230416. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0230416 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0230416


Finding data
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Where to find published data
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Where to find published data
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Where to find published data
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How can the data be accessed

How can the data be accessed?
Case-by-case evaluation

Access point:
Via portal like data.europa.eu

Via repository

On request

Before access
Read Terms of Use/Licensing information

29



How can the data be accessed
Example

https://rdr.kuleuven.be/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.4
8804/YVZDUY (https://doi.org/10.48804/YVZDUY)

• Files

• Metadata

• Terms

• Versions

30



Data reuse
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What to avoid

• Unlawful reuse
• Licensing/terms of use

• no license = no permission to access, use and share

• DTA (data transfer agreements) if applicable
• protect internal data access to adhere to DTA

• tip: save the DTA alongside your data

32



What to do

• Download data

• Export and save metadata alongside files
• (including version & license info and accessed date)

• Ensure internal sharing also adheres to lawful reuse 
& users are aware of stipulations

33



What to do next

• Data used for your research
• Either derived from pre-existing data or new data 

generated

• Publish your data
• Avoid data duplication. Refer instead to pre-existing data 

where possible

• Use trusted repositories/platforms

• Always refer/cite the original dataset if reused in any way

34



How to share your data

Selection of data

At minimum share the data that is 
necessary to replicate your research

Any restrictions? (3rd party ownership, 
existing licensing, privacy issues, IP…)

Protect your data (anonymization & 
pseudonymisation)

As open as possible, as closed as 
necessary

In a trusted research data repository

CC-BY-4.0

How?



Cinema context in (linked) 
data driven research
Leon van Wissen



Cinema Context
in (linked) data driven research

Leon van Wissen, l.vanwissen@uva.nl
How to use open data for your research - Workshop data.europa.eu - 19 October 2023

mailto:l.vanwissen@uva.nl


Introduction

Leon van Wissen

Data Engineer, University of Amsterdam

l.vanwissen@uva.nl

https://www.create.humanities.uva.nl/

https://aihr.uva.nl/humanities-labs/humanities-labs.html

mailto:l.vanwissen@uva.nl
https://www.create.humanities.uva.nl/
https://aihr.uva.nl/humanities-labs/humanities-labs.html


Dataset

Cinema Context



About

● Encyclopedia of Dutch film culture

● History of cinema exhibition and distribution

○ 'New Cinema History': moviegoing as a social and cultural 

phenomenon

Content

● Films, Venues, Screenings, Persons, Companies

● Outgoing links to other datasets (IMDb)

Cinema Context

Van Oort, T., & Noordegraaf, J. (2020). The Cinema Context Database on Film Exhibition and Distribution in the Netherlands: A Critical Guide,

Research Data Journal for the Humanities and Social Sciences, 5(2), 91-108 https://doi.org/10.1163/24523666-00502008

www.cinemacontext.nl

https://doi.org/10.1163/24523666-00502008
http://www.cinemacontext.nl/


Adding new data

● From archival sources
○ Newspapers, magazines

● Delpher (NL) - https://www.delpher.nl/
○ Digitized corpus of printed media

● Automatic extraction of 

screening data
○ OCR + NER

○ Crowdsourcing 

(https://rotterdamspubliek.nl/) 

○ After curation, stored in 

Cinema Context database

Het vrĳe volk: democratisch-socialistisch dagblad (1986-08-06)
https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:010948988:mpeg21:p029

https://www.delpher.nl/
https://rotterdamspubliek.nl/
https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:010948988:mpeg21:p029


Conversion 
to Linked Open Data (LOD)



Linked Open Data (LOD)

Gaining momentum in digital cultural heritage

● Each thing has a URI as unique identifier
○ We use its permalink (e.g. 

http://www.cinemacontext.nl/id/F020802) 

● Statements about these things are stored in 'triples' in a 

graph database

● External relations

With these URIs we (and others!) can use the web to describe our 

data

Cinema Context in RDF

van Wissen, L., van Oort, T., Noordegraaf, J., & Kisjes, I. (2021). Cinema Context as Linked Open Data. SEMANTICS, 5. 

https://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2941/paper10.pdf

e.g. your country's 

film archive!

https://app.diagrams.net/?page-id=uR63TgufCj4lL8s15PTc&scale=auto
http://www.cinemacontext.nl/id/F020802
https://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2941/paper10.pdf


● Resource Description Framework

● Triples

● Uses URLs/URIs as identifiers

● 'Linked' by pointing to other (online) datasets

LOD - example in RDF
Subject – predicate – object

film1 – is of the type – Film

film1 – has title – Casablanca

film1 – is directed by – Michael Curtiz

film1 – is located in - Morocco

person1 – is of the type – Person

person1 – has name – Michael Curtiz

Casablanca – is directed by – Michael Curtiz

<http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q132689> <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/direct/P57> <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q51491>

Casablanca – is located in - Morocco

<http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q7903> <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/direct/P17> <http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q1028>



Linked Data 
on the web

Our specialised Cinema Context dataset can 

add to this:

● Programmes and Events

● Reviews and censorships

● Companies and Theaters



Hosted by the UvA University Library: https://lod.uba.uva.nl/Cinema-Context/Cinema-Context

https://lod.uba.uva.nl/Cinema-Context/Cinema-Context


Linking to other datasets



Poster collection

https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=u
rn:gvn:NAGO02:EYE-A41790

The Memory Database (https://geheugen.delpher.nl/) 

Online heritage collections – paintings, drawings, stamps, posters and photographs

● EYE Museum Collection
○ Poster Project: 

https://geheugen.delpher.nl/en/geheugen/pages/collectie/Afficheproject/Collectie

+EYE

○ Turned into LOD during the Hack-a-LOD 2020

https://hackalod.com/

https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=urn:gvn:NAGO02:EYE-A41790
https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=urn:gvn:NAGO02:EYE-A41790
https://geheugen.delpher.nl/
https://geheugen.delpher.nl/en/geheugen/pages/collectie/Afficheproject/Collectie+EYE
https://geheugen.delpher.nl/en/geheugen/pages/collectie/Afficheproject/Collectie+EYE
https://hackalod.com/


Query result: All posters from this collection with basic metadata

https://api.triplydb.com/s/-haefz4l0


Query result: Combining screening data from Cinema Context with images

Interactive demo: https://www.hicsuntleones.nl/plakmuur/eye/

Thanks to Thunnis van Oort (RU) and Menno den Engelse (http://islandsofmeaning.nl/) for building this together. 

https://www.hicsuntleones.nl/plakmuur/eye/
http://islandsofmeaning.nl/


Data stories

A new way of 
documenting your research



Data stories

● Narratives around data-driven research
○ Research question + explanation

○ Code (queries, programming)

○ Results + visualizations

● Improve digital literacy
○ Explain to your audience what you do and make them repeat it

● 'Data publication' for your research paper

Example:

1. Data extraction documented and explained in markdown a repository on Github

2. Idem, in an interactive Jupyter notebook

3. Or, via SPARQL in an interactive Linked Open Data story



Cinema Context Data Stories

● Examples of static documentation 

and Jupyter notebooks:

○ https://uvacreate.gitlab.io

/cinema-context/cinema-

context-rdf/

● Linked Data Examples in the UvA's 

LOD platform:

○ https://lod.uba.uva.nl/Cin

ema-Context/-/stories

https://uvacreate.gitlab.io/cinema-context/cinema-context-rdf/
https://uvacreate.gitlab.io/cinema-context/cinema-context-rdf/
https://uvacreate.gitlab.io/cinema-context/cinema-context-rdf/
https://lod.uba.uva.nl/Cinema-Context/-/stories
https://lod.uba.uva.nl/Cinema-Context/-/stories


Query: All screenings for one film in a city (+ venue and date)



Query: Number of foreign and non-foreign films per city 
(based on country of production)



Query: Federating between datasets: Cinema Context and Poster collection
(additionally: Wikidata and others)



With special thanks to the University Library of 
the University of Amsterdam, for hosting this 
data in their Linked Open Data platform! 
https://uba.uva.nl/en/home

Contact Leon van Wissen

University of Amsterdam

l.vanwissen@uva.nl

https://uba.uva.nl/en/home
mailto:l.vanwissen@uva.nl


From Data to Knowledge: 
Strategies for Research and 
Real-World Applications
Maria Pia Di Buono



From Data to Knowledge
Strategies for Research and 

Real-World Applications

Maria Pia di Buono
University of Naples “L’Orientale” - Italy

How to use open data for your research?
19 October 2023



Use Cases

Across Europe with MAGGIE

NEAT - Named Entities in Archaeological Texts 



Across Europe with MAGGIE 1



Across Europe with MAGGIE 2



Across Europe with MAGGIE 3

Location-based 
ContentGeolocated 

Access

Registered 
Access

Geolocalization

Profile Creation

Keyword-based 
Requests 

Standard 
Access

Dialogue 
Interaction

Personalized 
Content

On Request 
Content



NEAT - Named Entities in Archaeological Texts 1

EuropeanaTech Challenge for Europeana AI/ML Datasets



NEAT - Named Entities in Archaeological Texts 2

What

A dataset for Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Term Extraction in Italian and English

How

Europeana Open data + external vocabularies and models 

(i.e., Getty and CIDOC CRM)

Why

Development and evaluation of AI/ML based technologies



Four Strategies

Sharing

Developing

Enriching

Reusing



Reusing

- Data Collection

- Data Cleaning

- Data Normalization

Examples of GeoDataset 

about GLAM and Museums:

Namur – Museen 

Museums (data.gov.be)
Museums (dados.gov.pt)

● Data Collection from several sources:

● Terminology Representation
● Multilingual Terminology Management
● Discourse Representation

Users’ Preferences
Location, Interests, [...]

Dataset Europeana

● Data Normalization

Creator: “Jan Vladimir Hrasky 
(architect) , 
Jurij Stare (photographer)”

Jan Vladimir
Hrasky

Jurij Stare

https://data.europa.eu/data/datasets/namur-annuaire-musees?locale=it%20%20https%3A%2F%2Fdata.europa.eu%2Fdata%2Fdatasets%2Fmusea-in-brussel%3Flocale%3Dit%20%20https%3A%2F%2Fdata.europa.eu%2Fgeo-viewer%2F%3Fdataset%3Decfcbed0-fce0-40c1-bc1d%2036262518ca7c&type=GeoJSON&lang=it
https://data.europa.eu/data/datasets/musees?locale=en
https://data.europa.eu/data/datasets/5ae9c695c8d8c9146b44cc68?locale=en
https://aclanthology.org/2020.lrec-1.305.pdf
https://unora.unior.it/retrieve/handle/11574/195235/89749/CLICIT2020-59.pdf
https://data.europa.eu/data/datasets/europeana-aggregated-dataset?lo%20The%20list%20of%20GeoData%20for%20GLAM%20and%20Museums%20datasets%20is%20explicative%20and%20is%20not%20complete:%20%20https://data.europa.eu/data/datasets/dataset_443?locale=it


Enriching

- Data Integration 

- Data Alignment & Harmonization

- Data Linking

● Data Alignment

Jan Vladimir Hrasky Q3499090

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q3499090


Developing

- Output definition

- Data test and validation

- Data visualization
● Information Extraction
● Data Aggregation

● Output Generation

Knowledge Extraction

- Venus and Cupid
- Venus of Urbino
- Flora
- Resurrection of 

Lazarus
- Rape of Europe
- …

“Hi, [user_name]! You can admire: …”

● Terminology Extraction + Named 
Entity Extraction + Keyword 
Extraction

● Entity Linking 
● Semantic Parsing
● Intent Classification
● Relation Extraction

Natural Language Processing

Paintings    created-by Tiziano 
Paintings  located-in Uffizi Gallery

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-92861-2_19
https://pro.europeana.eu/post/europeanatech-challenge-for-europeana-ai-ml-datasets-announcing-the-winners
https://pro.europeana.eu/post/europeanatech-challenge-for-europeana-ai-ml-datasets-announcing-the-winners
https://prod-cofe-platform.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/9nru2951mlj41gebe1gzt9uf9xkw?response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3D%22COFE-Datathon-UNIOR_NLP-Challenge_1.pdf%22%3B%20filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27COFE-Datathon-UNIOR_NLP-Challenge_1.pdf&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=AKIA3LJJXGZPDFYVOW5V%2F20220624%2Feu-central-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20220624T111441Z&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=9519b66e8022947ff38c54ae88304795b14651762055582325d92db964313688
https://prod-cofe-platform.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/9nru2951mlj41gebe1gzt9uf9xkw?response-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3D%22COFE-Datathon-UNIOR_NLP-Challenge_1.pdf%22%3B%20filename%2A%3DUTF-8%27%27COFE-Datathon-UNIOR_NLP-Challenge_1.pdf&response-content-type=application%2Fpdf&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Credential=AKIA3LJJXGZPDFYVOW5V%2F20220624%2Feu-central-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20220624T111441Z&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=9519b66e8022947ff38c54ae88304795b14651762055582325d92db964313688
http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-3033/paper74.pdf


Sharing

- Metadata enrichment

- Documentation

- Publication

- Maintenance



Thank you!
Questions?



Break
11.05 – 11.10
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Case with open data
Leon Mook



Case study

Feel free to ask your questions in the chat

30 minutes

Fill in the answers in this exercise

If you’re stuck, move on to the next question 
and see how far you can get

Get creative, you’re allowed to use all tools you 
want

https://forms.office.com/e/12ZrXfqG8s


Questions & Answersns 
& Answers



Please provide 
your feedback!



Stay up-to-date on our 
activities!



Join our next webinar!



Sign up for the newsletter: data.europa.eu/newsletter

Follow us on social media: 

 EU_opendata

 Publications Office of the European Union

 data.europa.eu



Thank you
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